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“When you have an empty space and you fill it it does not mean that you have eliminated the void.  
You can fill the space and create more void than if you had not build at all.” 

 
       Daniel Libeskind1 
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REZUMAT. Înspaţierea evenimentului de a privi şi de a fi privit este nivelul elementar al locului public (Lp). Lp 
apare deîndată ce, în afară de mine, mai apare şi altcineva pe un teritoriu dat şi, astfel, există posibilitatea ca 
nu numai să privesc împrejurul meu, dar, în acelaşi timp, să şi fiu însumi privit de jur împrejur. Atributul de a fi 
public presupune cu necesitate ca “înscenare” spaţială doar o întindere, iar nu un spaţiu de/limitat (prin 
felurite mijloace ale construcţiei, dar şi prin alegerea unui loc natural împrejmuit). Cuvântul loc indică aici 
faptul că există doar o cerinţă spaţială minimală pentru înfiinţarea, pentru survenirea unui eveniment public, o 
suprafaţă limitată. Un asemenea loc, o dată folosit în scopul arătat mai sus, trebuie să se plieze înapoi în vag, 
în starea pre-formată a spaţiului. Acest loc urmează să existe atâta numai atâta timp cât există evenimentul 
care îşi inventează spaţiul necesar, aura în care se va petrece, în felul în care şi obiectele îşi inventează 
propriul spaţiu. Limitele locului sunt date de chiar anvergura evenimentului în deplierea sa, iar nu de gesturi 
de edificare prealabile: evenimentul scoate acea porţiune de spaţiu din spatium, iar nu zidirea; aceasta din 
urmă, cu condiţia de a rămâne minimală şi joasă (tocmai spre a nu impieta vizibilitatea reciprocă) poate veni 
ca o consecinţă, ca o constatare a unei recurenţe a unui anumit eveniment într-o localizare dată, iar nu ca o pre-
condiţie de natură să “invoce”, să “lubrifieze” apariţia evenimentului. Concluzia acestei amenjări minimale de 
care are nevoie locul pe care evenimentul public este pe cale de a se întâmpla va fi, desigur, dezamăgitoare 
pentru arhitecţi, care au crezut multă vreme că reţeta spaţiului public este una geometric cuantificabilă şi că 
aceasta ţine de rigoarea cu care ei vor fi proiectat spaţiile “civice”: monumente, edificii, eroism împietrit. Or, 
dimpotrivă: adeseori se observă că reţeta locului public este mai evanescentă decât au crezut ei şi că le-a scăpat 
bunăoară arhitecţilor români ai deceniilor şapte, opt şi noua care au construit “centre civice” în fiece capitală de 
judeţ după formule vulgarizate (şi, foarte important, laicizate!) ale forum-ului roman, sacrificându-se în proces 
centrele reale (pentru că vii) ale respectivelor oraşe (devenite municipii). Poate exista Loc public neconstruit, pe 
care privirea poate baleia nestânjenită, aşa cum este cazul ringului de dans deja amintit (locul unde se petrece 
hora duminicală în satul românesc, de pildă), al unui câmp de bătălie sau, mai frecvent, al unei pieţe publice. 
Habermas insistă chiar asupra faptului că “viaţa publică, bios politikos, se desfăşoară în piaţă, în agora, fără să 
fie însă în vreun fel legată de acest loc anumit. Sfera publică se constituie în cadrul vorbirii (lexis), care de 
asemenea poate lua forma unei consfătuiri sau a unei judecăţi, la fel ca în cazul unei acţiuni comune (praxis), 
cum ar fi conducerea războiului sau a jocurilor războinice” (1998, 47). Evenimentul generator de loc public este 
aici înţeles ca un sistem de relaţii dinamice între cel puţin două persoane (schimburi: vizuale şi de limbaj, de 
informaţii, de bunuri materiale şi simbolice, negociere şi decizie) în care vizibilitatea joacă rolul esenţial, care se 
stabileşte la un moment dat (şi pentru o perioadă determinată) între cel puţin două fiinţe umane. În locul public 
se pot petrece deodată, coexistând pe un acelaşi teritoriu, evenimente de felul negocierilor pe care acest schimb 
de vizibilităţi îl face posibil (comerţ, decizie comună ) sau al înfruntării (câmp de bătălie, spaţiu al pedepsei). 
Evenimentul “are loc”, aşadar extrage cu sine, depliază locul – în sens fizic, teritorial, de adresă, de destinaţie, al 
întâmplării sale. Acest loc este chiar Locul public. 

Cuvinte cheie: loc, spţiu, loc public, spaţiu public.  

ABSTRACT. The enspacement of the event of looking around while being looked at represents the elementary 
level of public place (Pp). It appears as soon as, beside me, there is someone else on a given territory and thus 
there is the possibility to not only control my surroundings, but also for myself to be the subject of surveillance 
all around. Publicness requires only a piece of flat land as a spatial setting, and therefore nothing built. The 
word place here indicates the minimal requirements in order to have a public event on a given surface. Such a 
place, once used as shown, folds itself back into a state of vagueness, in a pre-formed state of space. Such a 
Pp exists only insofar and as much as the event of looking around and being looked at persists, invents its own 
aura of taking place, much like any objects invent their own surrounding aural space just by being in a certain 
place. The limits of the Pp are given by the very limits of the happening event> it is therefore the event, not the 
act of building, that triggers the Pp from spatium. Building requirements are minimal, if at all needed, in order 
to have and to hold open a Pp. Such a conclusion might be disappointing for architects, as we believe that we 
can make, design and build a Pp out of nothing, by using geometries, squares, all sort of spatial arrangements 
and backgrounds. Nothing of the sort: often, the recipe for a vibrant Pp is disappointingly simple. For example, 
the Romanian Communist regime built the so called civic piazzas in all the county capital cities in the 1970s 
and 1980s (the last one in 1987), by demolishing historical architecture in order to make room to now empty 
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squares and monumental edifices of Roman taste, in order to underline the Latin origins of the Romanian 
people. Remarkably, there can be unbuilt Pps, where the gaze can roam freely, unblocked by built structures. 
Habermas insists that public life, bios politikos, takes place in the agora, without being related to a specific 
place. The public sphere congregates around speech (lexis), that can be a gathering, or a judgment, same as 
in the case of a common action (praxis) such as conducting war or war-like games” (1998, 47). The Pp then 
takes place therefore it extracts, unfolds a physical place with itself happening – a territory, address, 
destination of its happening. 

Keywords: place, space, public place, public space. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

The1 public place emerges as soon as, besides 
myself, there appears someone else on a given 
territory and thus I have the chance not only to look 
around me but at the same time to be looked at. The 
enspacement of the action of looking and being 
looked at is the elementary level of the public place. 
Such a place, once used to the purpose shown above, 
must then crawl back into vagueness, in the pre-
formed state of the space. This place will exist only as 
long as the event lasts that invents its own necessary 
space, the aura under which it will occur, the way 
objects too invent their own space. The event “takes 
place”, in other word it triggers off, it unfolds the 
space of its occurrence, the public place. The event 
is here perceived as a system of dynamic relations 
where visibility plays an essential part, and which is 
established at a given moment (and for a determined 
period) between at least two human beings.  

The reason the phrase public place is pre-
eminently used in this text derives from the way this 
is defined above: the quality of being public pre-
supposes necessarily as spatial “staging” a simple 
expanse and not a space de/limited (by various means 
of the construction and also by the choice of a fenced-
in natural place). 2 The word place actually indicates 
here that there is a minimal spatial requirement for 
the creation, for the occurrence of a public event, a 
limited surface.  

The limits of the place are given by the very 
scope of the event in its unfolding, and not by 
gestures of prior construction: the event takes out of 
spatium that portion of space but not the building 
proper; the latter, provided it stays minimal and low 
(in order not to hinder mutual visibility) can come as 
a consequence, as a remark of a recurrence of a 

                                                           
 
1 In Architronic (www.saed.kent.edu/Architronic/v5n2.05, Sep-
tember 1996), an interview by Christopher Langer and Ulrike 
Steglich. 
2 Of course, there can exist a public space, as a ricochet of the 
private space (PS) in the sense that looker-on and looked-upon 
are contained as part of the  same space; this is the case of the 
throne hall inside such and such royal palace or, on the contrary, 
of a “ panoptikon”. 
Nonetheless, the public space will be used here mainly in its 
social sense, without having necessarily attached a configuration 
of the physical space.. 

certain event on a given location and not as a pre-
condition likely to “invoke”, to “smooth”  out the 
occurrence of the event.   

 In the public place events can happen concurrently, 
coexisting on the same territory, events like negoti-
ations that this exchange of visibilities makes possible 
(trade, joint resolution 3) or confrontation (battlefield, 
place of punishment).  These are actions that occur 
“in the open, in broad daylight, as opposed to secret 
procedures” (Vernant, 1995, 70). Authoritative 
regimes – whose relation with the place and public 
place will be tackled somewhere else – have the 
tendency to control fully 4 this unfolding in the open 
of the event or, as Lyotard puts it, to keep the event 
under the authority of totalitarian red-tape. (Lyotard, 
1997, 83)   

It only takes a glimpse into the virtual character 
of a natural place and a little arrangement so that it 
may be lit up by the event act, by visibility. In other 
words, in order that a place should become public 
the clearing is sufficient, the Raum being not ne-
cessarily needed. Raum can be subsequently edified, 
although its temporal taking into possession by the 
migratory who set up camp requires only a brief 
clearance and arrangement. Some anthropologists, 
such as Angelo Moretta or archaeologists like Francois 
de Polignac explain the very emergence of localities 
by the grouping around of a site“ illuminated ”by 
events, sacred events as a rule, “la cite culturelle” as 
Polignac calls it, by fortification, interior geometry, 
construction within limits. A domain of habitation in 
other words, which by its very quality of occurring 
in the vicinity of the other guarantees somehow the 
frequency of meetings that alone warrant the 
eventful self-support of the clearing initially a public 
space qua . space. 

2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF PUBLICNESS 

The conclusion of such a minimal arrangement 
required by the place where the public event is about 
to occur will, of course, prove disappointing to 

                                                           
 
3 “Architecture is the arrangement of space for excitement.” 
Philip Johnson in “What I’ve Learned.” 
4 “The watchdog of sense needs not to feed fully on the event 
other than to summon it to testify in the trial the doctrine starts 
against the real. Only what is heralded to happen must happen.” 
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architects who for a long time believed that the formula 
of the public place is one that can be geometrically 
quantified and that it pertains to the rigour with which 
they will have designed the “civic” spaces: monu-
ments, edifices, heroism turned to stone. On the 
contrary: it is often noted that the formula of the public 
space is more evanescent than believed. And that the 
Romanian architects of the sixties, seventies, and 
eighties missed it as they built “ civic centres” in each 
county seat according to vulgarized formulas (and 
more important, lay ones!) of the Roman forum, 
sacrificing in the process the real (since living) centers 
of the respective cities (turned municipalities). There 
can be a not yet built Public Place that the eyes can 
sweep undisturbed as is the case of the dance rink (the 
place where a Sunday round dance is performed in the 
Romanian village, for example) or a battlefield or, 
more often, of a public square.  

The group identity (collective, local or regional, 
of an ethnic group etc.) is eloquently expressed in 
the way the public place is made visible, admi-
nistered and used, and especially in the relationship 
Public Place- Private Space. This depends on time, it 
is not given and immutable and therefore has the 
character of a process and history of its own becoming.  

The change of the system of property on land 
exerts just as much influence on the identity related 
to the use of the common space as the cultural or 
psychological modifications (analysed by proxemics, 
for instance) or the socio-political ones (i.e. de-
pending on the accent laid on the individual or the 
community, for example). 

Identity, as it is presented by the putting into 
space and particularly by the building of the relation 
becomes revealing only when it is expressed not in 
absolute terms but in degrees of comparison. The 
identity is an attribute of the local, of vicinity, and is 
a matter of degree, not a difference of rank. Christian 
Norberg Schulz accepts difference of character (in-
cluding degrees of ordering) that can exist between 
an object, the architecture and place to which it 
belongs or between the place and the locality or the 
area in the ensemble in terms of topology. If we 
discuss about the rural architecture of the same terri-
tory populated by various ethnic groups (Transylvania 
or Dobruja are two telling examples in this sense) 
we will be able to establish local, molecular relations, 
since the climate and relief factors get simplified; 
what remains is, in other words, the cultural diffe-
rence. It is only in “ units of vicinity”, in comparable 
islands of proximity that a relevant discussion can be 
carried on about the identity expressed through 
architecture. Other types of remote comparison, for 
instance those between vernacular architecture in 
some Romanian areas and certain islands of Japan – 
a gesture proper to the local seventies and eighties, 
when it seemed that the Japanese example of the 

unbreached becoming from tradition to modernity 
can be reconciled with the Romanian national-
communist rhetoric – appear utterly irrelevant and 
are, most likely, indebted to the similarities of 
climate, relief and isolation. An approach within the 
local and regional framework, from the vantage of 
the various aspects bearing on the administration of 
a similar geography, is therefore the way to go about 
the identity discussion. Thus, identity is established 
through processes of assimilation and refusal of 
models that are competitive on the same territory or 
between proximate territories.  

A telling example of this comparative molecular 
vision on identity is provided, paradoxically, by the 
Romanian poet and philosopher Lucian Blaga, not in 
the concept of “matrix” but most unlikely, in a 
marginal article in Cuvantul 2 (274) of October 4, 
1925. Blaga suggests that the identity is given 
essentially by the configuration and utilization of the 
Public Place, by relations of opening or of mutual 
elimination of the islands of Private Space – always 
in relation with the Public Place though – this 
territory of proximity turned visible. We know how 
different the character of the Transylvanian Saxon 
villages is from that of many of the ethnically 
Romanian villages in the neighbourhood, beyond the 
obvious urban/rural difference. When there are 
similarities, they express a conspicuous influence of 
urban order on the territory (as it happens, for 
example, with the sacred wood architecture). On the 
contrary, the city is practically shut to the possible 
influences of the vernacular.  

Blaga went further with this dissonance, comparing 
the ethnic Saxon villages with the ethnic Romanian 
ones in Transylvania. Thus, the Saxon villages 
“made long studies of the place where they were to 
be built, they are lined up according to geometrical 
requirements. They give the impression of calculation. 
The Romanian villages are situated much more at 
random in the surrounding scenery In conclusion, 
Blaga’s text suggests that the identity is essentially 
given by the configuration and utilization of the 
public/community place, by the relations or opening 
or mutual exclusion of the islands of private space 
always in relation with this territory of proximity 
turned visible by the presence, which is the public 
place.  

3. BUCHAREST: SADLY, A CASE STUDY  

The entire space around Romania’s supposedly 
Public Edifice par excellence erected by the 
Ceausescu regime in the eighties, today the Palace of 
Parliament, is still surrounded by a hideous fence, 
separating once more – this time not only sym-
bolically or in point of scale – the building proper 
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from the city where it is situated. The public place, 
the civic island at the center of which the problems 
of the city should have been laid bare to be solved, 
was snatched away and turned into a “private” space 
of rural character belonging to someone sufficiently 
powerful to appropriate it in a violent manner. The 
public island, the raison d’etre of the civic centre, is 
ravished and thus vanishes.  

The story continues after 1989. The new “owners” 
not only fail to see any reason why to turn public the 
perimeter space of the “People’s House” but on the 
contrary, they act to perpetuate this rape. The former 
chairman of the Chamber of Deputies, dr.Adrian 
Nastase, threatened to veto any solution of the 
Bucharest 2000 Urban Planning Competition in 
2005 that would have affected“ his” house (currently, 
Adrian Nastase serves a jail sentence for corruption). 
More serious is the attitude of others who, ignoring 
the incongruity of having such a building “grow its 
own yard“, as it happens in the countryside, pro-
posed the construction of golf rinks, or of a hotel, 
both belonging to Parliament, as if the respective 
ground were not public, the very core of the city but 
the private property of the Parliament of Romania (a 
perfect contradiction in terms); meanwhile any 
reasonable decision concerning the future of the area 
is put off indefinitely.  

I will round off my presentation with a remark 
taken from a broad commentary by architect and 

philosopher of post-structuralist architecture Rem 
Koolhas, according to whom the idea of Public Place 
and especially the obsession with the necessity of its 
presence in the city are two favourite hobby horses 
with architects that little by little will stop having the 
importance they used to have in the urban theories of 
the past decades.1 Naturally, the situation is entirely 
different in the specific case of Romania where the 
ability of establish a community dialogue should be 
doubled by the emergence of the expression of these 
civic spaces  – from transparency and fortification of 
public attributes of the institutions to markets and 
from television and media to chat rooms on the 
Internet. The conclusion I suggest is that any 
discussion about a public place should be carried on 
only after the community features a critical mass of 
private space, of one-family dwellings like in the 
districts built after the war according to the guild of 
the occupants. The Public Place depends on the 
existence of the entirely private space on which the 
being relies, and by protecting which man can confront 
through habitation other types of spaces too, to 
paraphrase some words by Heidegger.  

Habitation is an archipelago of individual islands 
that accept to be subsequently turned abstract in, and 
represented by a public “island”. Neither the en-
croachment of the former is likely to set up the 
public place nor the disfigurement of the latter can 
remake private the space stolen from the public.  
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1 As a matter of fact, the “ civic squares” are not a completely new idea of the Romanian communist regime; the fifties and the sixties 
are full of such “civic” experiments in the West, especially in the German cities or even in the United States. I made an ample 
commentary of these “ elephantine tendencies“ (William J.R. Curtis) in the study dedicated to the matter, included in New Europe 
College Yearbook, 1995-1996, Bucharest, Humanitas, 1999.  


